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MOZAMBIQUE UPDATE

Frelimo circles the waggons

Maxi-devaluations

After months of intra-party acrimony over the “secret loans” scandal 1, Frelimo has now
closed ranks behind its current leadership. Held last week, the VI Session of the party’s

Central Committee indicated its support for Filipe Nyusi’s bid to run for a second term as

President.

This endorsement was evidently conditioned on firm assurances that his administration will:

 maintain a hard line vis-à-vis Mozambique’s external commercial creditors; and,

 facilitate a full investigation into the criminal conduct surrounding the ‘ProIndicus’2

procurement scheme.

1)  The stage was set with a somewhat unequal test of wills between the GGMB3 and the Republic,
conducted via an exchange of press releases, over the four weeks preceding the Frelimo conclave.

 The opening serve was delivered by the bond-holders in a June 29th statement4 that urged the
government to repudiate the guarantees on the ProIndicus and MAM loans5, and focus on
servicing its sole eurobond.

 The Republic waited almost three weeks before sending back a sizzling return in the form of a
brief communique, issued on July 17th, which laconically announced that the interest payment
due the following day “[would] not be made.”6

 Digging deep from way behind the base line7, bond-holders could only manage a tentative lob,
“[taking] exception to the … decision to default again” on the sovereign eurobond8.

 Stepping briskly to the net, finance minister Maleiane executed the coup de grâce - on the eve of
Frelimo’s Central Committee meeting. With a rhetorical flourish clearly intended for the benefit
of the party dissidents, he declared:
“They [bond-holders] have not submitted a proposal. The individual who issued the [June 29th]
statement is an advisor representing a small group of EMATUM creditors and what he says is

1 The revelation of USD 2.1 billion procurement scandal  and the economic crisis triggered by donors’ suspension of budgetary support

had alienated not just the party’s rank and file but a number of its development oriented ‘seniors’, such as former prime minister Luisa

Diogo.  These tensions were exacerbated by the shocking details disclosed in the course of the parliamentary committee of

investigation (CPI) and the damning Kroll report.
2Originally a single USD 2.1 billion venture, the ProIndicus scheme was cosmetically repackaged as three notionally independent

projects.
3 I.e. the Global Group of Mozambique Bond holders.
4 Issued in reaction to the Kroll report of which a redacted executive summary had been published on June 24th.
5 The assertion of greater legitimacy implicit in this exhortation is undermined by a crucial fact. As the successor to the EMATUM loan

participation notes, the eurobond is a “fruit of the same poisoned tree” as the ProIndicus and MAM loans, whose legal infirmities it

therefore shares.
6 Issued while the IMF mission was actually in Maputo, the statement was largely redundant, in view of the failure to make the coupon

payment due in January.  Moreover, it chose to heap insult upon financial injury by affirming the Government’s commitment to “finding

a consensual and collaborative resolution to the current financial crisis through dialogue with the holders,” the objective being “to

establish an external commercial debt profile that is credible, sustainable and appropriate …”
7 I.e. following the pre-ordained default.
8 Dated July 21st, the GGMB statement goes on to reiterate the approach urged in the group’s June 29th proposal, emphasizing “the

interests of all legitimate (sic) stakeholders.”
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‘Forget about the other two guarantees and deal with our claims.’  I don’t regard this as any kind of
proposal.”9

2)  In his July 28th speech to the Central Committee, President Nyusi delivered his most dramatic
comments to date on the “secret loans” and his government’s position on the way forward.

“[The Kroll report] highlights certain irregularities that could indicate criminal conduct. It is time to
allow the judicial authorities to do their work in the spirit of the separation of powers.”10

   The first sentence was hailed by civil society activists in Maputo as the closest the President has ever
come to admitting the possibility of malfeasance.  In reality, however, his pronouncement will have
emerged from extensive negotiations with the Committee’s disaffected members and represented the
minimum acceptable to them11.

3)  On the final day of the conference Nyusi, having delivered on these key concessions12, was rewarded
with the following vote of thanks:
”The Central Committee expresses confidence in the ability of comrade Filipe Jacinto Nyusi to lead the
party to future triumphs”.

   It is a foregone conclusion that this all but explicit endorsement of his candidature for re-nomination
will be rubber-stamped when Frelimo’s National Congress convenes in late September.

4)  But while the political future is now predetermined, the economic outlook remains highly
uncertain13.  Worse, there is no prospect of Mozambique’s donors resuming budgetary support until
Maputo has provided clarity14 on the issues pending from the Kroll report.

   In the face of the resulting liquidity squeeze, the government is evidently determined to continue
aggressively expanding its domestic borrowing15 while accumulating significant arrears to local
contractors16.

  What is unclear is for how much longer this heterodox strategy can be pursued without triggering a
fresh run on the Metical.

9 ‘Eles não fizeram uma proposta.  Quem fez aquele comunicado é um assessor que representa um grupo de detentores da dívida da EMATUM

e o que disse foi vocês esqueçam as outras duas garantias e tratem da nossa dívida. Eu acho que esta não é nenhuma proposta.’ – Adriano

Maleiane, finance minister, as quoted in “Governo além de dar calote repudia proposta dos detentores da dívida da EMATUM”, by

Verdade; Jul. 26th. [Maleiane’s tone, it should be noted, is no less dismissive than Antonio do Rosario’s boast a few weeks earlier - as

reported by Bloomberg - that he had “chased Kroll’s auditors from  his office because  they wanted details of questions about state

security.” ]
10 ‘O relatório que a Procuradoria Geral da República (PGR) tornou público (sobre a auditoria internacional e independente às dívidas)

aponta haver irregularidades capazes de indiciar o crime. É tempo de deixar a justiça trabalhar dentro do espírito de separação de

poderes.’ – Speech by President Filipe Nyusi, as quoted in “Filipe Nyusi diz que é tempo de a justiça trabalhar no caso das dívidas ocultas”,

by Deutsche Welle; July 28th.
11 Moreover, the scope of this gesture is circumscribed by the second sentence.  “Allowing the Prosecutor-General (who serves at Nyusi’s

pleasure) to do her work” amounts to kicking the ball into the proverbial long grass.  On this basis, we do not anticipate any follow-up to

the Kroll report before next year’s local elections – and potentially, not until after the 2019 presidential race. As Nyusi’s keynote

address artfully noted, “Experience has shown that, internationally, with cases of this nature the process of investigation has needed time.

[As experiências internacionais mostram que casos desta natureza têm requerido tempo de investigação.]”
12 And, potentially, other considerations yet to come to light.
13 As the IMF mission noted upon the conclusion of its July visit to Maputo.
14 A prerequisite for the launch of a new IMF support programme, itself a sine qua non for Mozambique’s donors.
15 As at end-June, the total outstanding was Mt 98 billion - almost 13x its level one year ago.
16 This is bound to have a profound knock-on effect upon the banking system which has been in crisis since the central bank hiked rates

by 600 b.p. in Oct. 2016.
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